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Abstract: In most ecosystems, atmospheric deposition is the primary input of mercury. 

The total wet deposition of mercury in atmospheric chemistry models is sensitive to 

parameterization of the aqueous-phase reduction of divalent oxidized mercury (Hg2+). 

However, most atmospheric chemistry models use a parameterization of the aqueous-phase 

reduction of Hg2+ that has been shown to be unlikely under normal ambient conditions or 

use a non mechanistic value derived to optimize wet deposition results. Recent laboratory 

experiments have shown that Hg2+ can be photochemically reduced to elemental mercury 

(Hg) in the aqueous-phase by dissolved organic matter and a mechanism and the rate for 

Hg2+ photochemical reduction by dicarboxylic acids (DCA) has been proposed. For the 

first time in a regional scale model, the DCA mechanism has been applied. The  

HO2-Hg2+ reduction mechanism, the proposed DCA reduction mechanism, and no 

aqueous-phase reduction (NAR) of Hg2+ are evaluated against weekly wet deposition 

totals, concentrations and precipitation observations from the Mercury Deposition Network 

(MDN) using the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model version 4.7.1. 

Regional scale simulations of mercury wet deposition using a DCA reduction mechanism 

evaluated well against observations, and reduced the bias in model evaluation by at least 

13% over the other schemes evaluated, although summertime deposition estimates were 

still biased by −31.4% against observations. The use of the DCA reduction mechanism 
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physically links Hg2+ reduction to plausible atmospheric processes relevant under typical 

ambient conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

Current atmospheric mercury ambient concentrations are enriched by approximately a factor of 

three, due to centuries of mining operations using the element and emissions from fossil fuel 

combustion and industrial processes [1]. When mercury is deposited from the atmosphere, it can be 

converted into methylated mercury compounds in aquatic and terrestrial systems [2,3]. The primary 

vector of human mercury exposure is consuming fish with elevated levels of methylmercury, which 

can results in neurological damage and other health problems [2]. Bioaccumulation of methylmercury 

by piscivorous and insectivorous wildlife has been shown to adversely damage their nervous, excretory 

and reproductive systems [4]. 

Deposition of atmospheric mercury largely depends on its oxidation state. The atmospheric lifetime 

of gaseous elemental mercury (Hg°g) is on the order of one year making it a global pollutant [5,6]. 

Oxidized mercury is more water soluble and reactive than Hg°g and particulate bound mercury (PHg) 

is readily scrubbed by precipitation [6,7]. Oxidized gaseous (Hg2+
g) and PHg mercury have an 

atmospheric lifetime on the order of a few days to weeks [8]. Hg2+
g and PHg are emitted to the 

atmosphere by a number of industrial activities [9]. Emitted Hg°g can be oxidized to produce Hg2+
g and 

PHg compounds [5]. Gas-phase oxidation mechanisms effectively determine the rate at which Hg°g in 

the global background pool deposits, while the Hg2+ reduction mechanisms, primarily in the aqueous-phase 

(e.g., cloud droplets), determine how much of the emitted Hg2+
g and PHg are not regionally deposited 

and added to global background pool of Hg°g. 

Air quality models are the primary tools used to estimate how sources of atmospheric mercury 

deposit to sensitive aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems on regional to global scales. For these models to 

accurately estimate wet deposition and atmospheric concentrations, precipitation, mercury oxidation, 

reduction and partitioning to the particle and aqueous-phases must be accurately simulated. Model gas 

and aqueous chemistry are then critical to determine what fraction of deposited mercury comes from 

local regions and from the global background, while simulated precipitation determines the rate at 

which Hg2+
g and PHg are scavenged from the atmosphere. Because atmospheric models over-predict 

mercury wet deposition without aqueous-phase reduction [10], aqueous-phase atmospheric reduction 

mechanisms for Hg2+ have been proposed [11–14]. A viable mechanism in regional and global models 

is needed to inform air-quality managers and policy makers with the best estimate of regional and 

global contributions to mercury deposition, the subsequent human and ecosystem exposure to MeHg 

and how the in changes chemical composition of the atmosphere may alter mercury deposition. 

Many air quality models (AQMs) that simulate mercury fate and transport use the aqueous-phase 

reduction of divalent oxidized mercury (Hg2+
aq). Some use reactions with the hyroperoxyl radical 

(HO2) as the major reduction pathway of oxidized mercury [13,15]. Others use an aqueous-phase Hg2+ 

reduction rate scaled to match the estimated lifetime and seasonality of total gaseous mercury [16]. 
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The aqueous-phase HO2
 reduction mechanism has been shown to be unlikely under normal 

environmental conditions [17]. Empirical aqueous-phase reduction schemes balance the gas-phase 

oxidation and emission sources of Hg2+
g and may mask errors in the model chemistry, simulated 

precipitation, and/or emissions and may not capture changes in the Hg atmospheric chemistry due to 

emissions regulations or changes in atmospheric composition. Given that the aqueous reduction 

significantly controls the fate and transport of atmospheric mercury and that the current mechanisms 

have problems regarding model performance, a more physically plausible mechanisms is needed [10,15]. 

Photoreduction of HgCl2 by dissolved organic acids has been reported in laboratory studies [11,13]. 

An atmospherically relevant mechanism has been demonstrated in laboratory experiments where  

C2-C4 dicarboxylic acids (DCAs) (oxialic, malonic and succinic acids) can readily complex with 

Hg2
+aq to form Hg° in low O2 and Cl conditions [11]. Dicarboxylic acids demonstrated to reduce Hg 

are ubiquitous in the Earth’s environment and are predicted to dominate DOC in cloud water [18,19]. 

In this study, the HO2-Hg2+ reduction mechanism, a new DCA reduction mechanism proposed by Si 

and Ariya [11] using a rate of 1.2 × 104 M−1·s−1, and no aqueous-phase reduction (NAR) of Hg2+ are 

evaluated against weekly wet deposition totals, concentrations and precipitation observations from the 

Mercury Deposition Network (MDN) [20] using the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) 

model version 4.7.1 [5,21]. 

2. Results and Discussion 

During the winter (January and February) and summer (July and August) simulations, the DCA 

reduction mechanism reduced the median model total mercury wet deposition bias by 13.2% and 

14.3% when compared to the HO2 case and by 39.4% and 25.9% for the NAR case for winter and 

summer simulations respectively (Figure 1). The NAR case led to normalized median model  

over-predictions of 53.4% and 43.7% in the summer and winter simulations respectively similar to 

Pongprueksa et al. [10] (Table 1). DCA and NAR case model simulations overestimated the 

wintertime wet deposition along the Gulf Coast (Figure 2). However, modeled wet deposition 

estimates in summer around the Gulf Coast were improved in the DCA case and were similar to the 

HO2 case at other MDN sites (Figure 3). The NAR case over-predicted mercury wet deposition in the 

winter simulation by 43.7% while the DCA and HO2 mechanism underestimated the wet deposition by 

−4.3% and −17.5% respectively (Table 1, Figure 1). The NAR case over-predicted the observed 

deposition in the winter by 43.7% with the largest over-predictions at coastal sites and in the Southeast 

and in the Ohio River Valley (Figure 2). Similarly, the DCA case overestimated the wet deposition 

along the Gulf Coast in the winter which also corresponded to a more frequent distribution of higher 

Hg concentrations in precipitation at those sites (Figure 2). This may be explained by elevated Hg2+
g 

concentrations above the marine boundary layer in the southern boundary conditions of this simulation 

as documented by Myers et al [22]. The normalized median error (NMdnE) in the winter DCA 

(69.4%) and HO2 (61.5%) simulation cases were similar in magnitude but the model bias and 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient were improved (Table 1). Both summer and winter simulations 

using DCA reduction correlated better with the observations than using the HO2 reduction (Table 1). 

The improved correlation was largely due to better capturing the observed deposition in the Southeast 

and Gulf Coast. 
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Figure 1. Boxplots of the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeled bias in the 

Hg wet deposition and precipitation compared to mercury deposition network (MDN) 

observations using the DCA (green), HO2 (blue), and NAR (red) cases and the MM5 

precipitation (grey) for January and February 2002 (A) and July and August 2002 (B).  

The horizontal line through each box is the median bias, the box contains the 25% to 75%  

and the whiskers extend to the 5th and 95th percentile of the biases, and the triangle is the  

mean bias. 
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Figure 2. CMAQ January and February 2002 wet deposition with MDN observations 

(points) for the HO2 aqueous-phase reduction case (A), the DCA reduction case (B), NAR 

(C), and a map of the precipitation (D). Note, only the MDN measurement sites that had a 

complete set of observations over the two-month period were plotted.  

 

Table 1. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ), median bias (MdnB), median error 

(MdnE), normalized median bias (NMdnB), and normalized median error (NMdnE) of the 

MM5 modeled precipitation and CMAQ Hg wet deposition for total wet deposition, weekly 

(n = 372 in January–February, n = 420 in July–August) compared to MDN observations. 

  ρ MdnB MndE NMndB NMndE 

MM5  

Precipitation 

January–February 0.807 1.0 mm·week−1 4.5 mm·week−1 7.2% 33.2% 

July–August 0.424 8.5 mm·week−1 16.2 mm·week−1 53.4% 98.9% 

No  

Reduction 

January–February 0.586 29 ng·m−2·week−1 61 ng·m−2·week−1 43.7% 91.8% 

July–August 0.338 138 ng·m−2·week−1 269 ng·m−2·week−1 57.3% 111.3% 

HO2  

Reduction 

January–February 0.570 −12 ng·m−2·week−1 41 ng·m−2·week−1 −17.5% 61.5% 

July–August 0.241 −110 ng·m−2·week−1 163 ng·m−2·week−1 −45.7% 67.5% 

DCA  

Reduction 

January–February 0.586 −3 ng·m−2·week−1 46 ng·m−2·week−1 −4.3% 69.4% 

July–August 0.252 −76 ng·m−2·week−1 175 ng·m−2·week−1 −31.4% 72.3% 
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Figure 3. CMAQ July and August 2002 wet deposition with MDN observations (points) 

for the HO2 aqueous-phase reduction case (A), the DCA reduction case (B), NAR case (C), 

and a map of the precipitation (D). Note, only the MDN measurement sites that had a 

complete set of observations over the two-month period were plotted. 

 

Simulated intensity, duration and quantity of precipitation influences estimated wet deposition and 

the concentration of Hg in precipitation. The impact of the weekly precipitation quantity and weekly 

mean MDN and modeled Hg concentration (μg·m−3) in the precipitation can be explored using MDN 

observations. MM5 precipitation estimates were relatively unbiased in the wintertime simulation 

(Figure 4). In the summer simulations, the bias was reversed by over-predicting the frequency of 

weeks with high precipitation and under-predicting the frequency of weeks with lower precipitation. 

The distribution of modeled Hg concentrations did not follow precipitation distributions in the 

summertime simulations except for the NAR case indicating that the HO2 and DCA reduction cases 

may be too fast. Summer distributions of modeled concentrations were similar in the NAR case but did 

not correlate well (Pearman’s r = 0.113; Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.060;  

N = 420) with the observations indicating that the distribution of concentrations over the domain was 

captured well but did not exhibit spatial or temporal patterns similar to the observations (Figure 4). 
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Caution should be taken with the analysis of the probability distributions presented in Figure 4 because 

any given weekly sample may be an average of several events. 

CMAQ captures the seasonal and spatial variability of SOA well but has a known negative bias of 

approximately 40% during the summer months and DCA is cloud-formed SOA [23]. Cloud formed 

SOA precursors are likely under-predicted because recently identified water-soluble VOC precursors 

(e.g., glycoaldehyde [24] and methylacrolein [25]) are not included in SOA mechanism. Assuming that 

the bias in total SOA is proportional to cloud SOA precursors, a model sensitivity test was run where 

cloud SOA precursor concentrations were doubled for the July-August and January–February cases. A 

100% increase in the DCA concentrations resulted in a 20% reduction and an 8% reduction in total wet 

deposition in the July–August and January–February cases respectively. The existing model bias was 

−45.7% and −4.3% and this sensitivity increased the model bias by 6 and 40 ng·m−2·week−1 for the 

July–August and January–February cases respectively. Thus, “fixing” the ~40% underpredicted SOA 

(assuming a proportional ~40% increase in DCA) during the summer months resulted in wet deposition 

estimates similar to the HO2 case in the summer and winter when using the DCA aqueous-phase 

reduction scheme. However, this sensitivity did not include the other changes in the atmospheric 

composition that would accompany a 40% increase in SOA. The DCA and HO2 reduction mechanisms 

underpredicted the summer wet deposition observations and this seasonal model bias may be a result 

of another component of CMAQ’s mercury chemical mechanism, the model boundary conditions, 

emissions, aqueous-phase oxidation if intermediate reduction products by O2 occur, or gas-phase 

chemistry. The HO2
 reduction case (the most rapid aqueous-phase reduction parameterization in the 

modeled sensitivities) shifted the probability distribution of average weekly aqueous-phase 

concentrations towards smaller concentrations than the slower mechanisms in all cases (Figure 4). This 

indicates that both reduction mechanisms may reduce too much Hg2+
aq in the warm months if the 

emissions of mercury species, modeled oxidant concentrations and the gas-phase chemistry are correct. 

Recent modeling studies using CMAQ and CAMx have documented biases in modeled Hg2+
g and 

PHg concentrations [26,27]. Some of these biases may originate with Hg2+
g underestimation of the 

measurements due to its affinity for KCl coated quartz denuder surfaces [28–30] and release in the 

presence of ozone [31]. However, it is important to quantify the impact that these aqueous-phase 

reduction mechanisms have on ambient Hg species. During the wintertime simulations, the DCA 

reduction mechanism increased domain wide median Hg°, Hg2+
g and PHg ambient concentrations by 

0%, 6% and 7% respectively while the NAR case increased domain wide median Hg2+
g and PHg 

ambient concentrations by −1%, 12% and 17% respectively over the HO2 mechanism. During the 

summertime simulations where both Hg oxidant and DCA concentrations are higher, increased domain 

wide median Hg°, Hg2+
g and PHg ambient concentrations by −1%, 8% and 5% respectively while the 

NAR case increased domain wide median Hg2+
g and PHg ambient concentrations by −5%, 42% and 

54% respectively over the HO2 mechanism. The replacement of the HO2 with the DCA reduction 

mechanism did not result in large increases in ambient Hg2+
g or PHg concentrations while the removal 

of the aqueous-phase reduction mechanism resulted in elevated Hg2+
g and PHg concentrations. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of the weekly observed (black dashed line), HO2 (blue), DCA 

(green) and NAR (red) cases for January and February simulations (A), July and August 

simulations (B), and for weekly observed (black) and modeled (blue) precipitation for 

January and February (C), and July and August (D).  
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Figure 4. Cont. 

 

The improvements in model performance presented here may be influenced by areas of uncertainty 

in gas-phase or heterogeneous Hg chemistry. The aqueous reduction of Hg2+ by HO2 in air-quality 

models is likely overestimated [32] and this could mask potential errors in Hg° oxidation rates, Hg2+ 

emissions, and/or missing in-plume chemistry. A detailed review of Hg gas-phase chemistry is beyond 

the scope of this manuscript; however, in-plume reduction of Hg2+ is briefly discussed here. Currently, 

there are no mechanistic chemical mechanisms for in plume Hg2+ reduction and only empirical 

parameterizations have been applied in models [33]. In addition, there are recent observations that 

have indicated that Hg° was being oxidized in plume [34,35]. Due to the lack of supporting 

experimental data, contrasting in situ observations and broad uncertainties in the complex 

heterogeneous chemistry governing the potential Hg2+ reduction by SO2, the mechanisms of in-plume 

chemistry are unclear and the mechanistic parameterizations are not used in air-quality models [33,36]. 

As such the parameterization of in-plume chemistry is beyond the scope of this manuscript and was 

not considered in these sensitivity simulations. 

The NAR case establishes that the model is sensitive to the aqueous reduction pathway as 

documented by Seignuer et al. [15] and Pongprueksa et al [10]. Similarities between the results from 

the HO2 and DCA mechanisms indicate that the HO2 mechanism may be a reasonable surrogate for 

reducing divalent mercury by DCA and may produce reasonable model wet deposition estimates. The 

DCA mechanism improved the predicted wet deposition for July and August by reducing the model 

bias and improving predicted spatial patterns shown by the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for 

all four months simulated (Table 1). The improvement in the July and August deposition estimates 

removed much of the HO2 deposition underestimation while being nearly unbiased in the January and 

February simulations. This will likely reduce the mercury wet deposition bias in annual simulations of 

mercury deposition with the DCA aqueous-phase reduction mechanism proposed by Si and Ariya [11]. 
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3. Experimental Section 

3.1. Application of an Aqueous-Phase Hg2+
aq DCA Reduction Scheme in CMAQ 

CMAQ’s aqueous chemistry mechanism was expanded to include organic reactions of glyoxal and 

methylglyoxal with ·OH to form cloud-produced SOA (SOAcld) [37]. Species represented by SOAcld 

include oxalic, malonic, and succinic acids, as well as other carboxylic acids and larger humic-like 

substances (i.e., organic compounds with oligomeric structure) demonstrated to form in aqueous-phase 

laboratory photooxidation experiments with glyoxal and methylglyoxal [38–41]. 

A rate constant for the reduction of Hg2+
aq by oxalic acid was implemented in the aqueous chemistry 

module in CMAQ. The oxalic acid rate is highest among DCAs and is used as an upper bound for 

mercury reduction via cloud processing. Additionally, oxalic acid is the dominant product for glyoxal [39] 

and methylglyoxal [42] oxidation in clouds. In other atmospheric aqueous environments, oxalic 

typically dominates over other DCAs [43,44]. At a typical cloud contact time (~10 min [45]), the 

product yield of Hg° does not appear to be significantly different among the different rates presented 

by Si and Ariya [11]. 

3.2. CMAQ Model Simulations 

Simulations were run for January and February 2002 with a spin-up period from December 22nd to 

the 31st 2001, and July and August 2002 with a spin up period from June 21st to the 30th. CMAQ 

version 4.7.1 configured with the carbon bond version 5 (CB05) chemical mechanism [46], version 5 

of the aerosol model (AERO5) [23], in-line dry deposition, and 14 non-hydrostatic terrain-following 

vertical layers extending vertically to the 100 mb (~14 km) level was chosen as the base model. Initial 

and dynamic boundary conditions were provided from GEOS-Chem Hg [47]. Meteorological data 

were provided by the Penn Sate/NCAR fifth-generation mesoscale model (MM5) [48] with the P-X 

land surface scheme [49]. Anthropogenic Hg emissions estimates were used from version 3 of the 

2002 EPA National Emissions Inventory (NEI, http://www.epa.goc/ttn/chief/net/critsummary.html) 

and mercury emissions from the recycling of deposited anthropogenic emissions and direct emissions 

from volcanoes and geologically enriched areas were estimated following Bullock et al. [50]. 

Three aqueous-phase Hg2+ reduction cases were tested: (1) the base case modeled the reduction  

of Hg2+
aq by the HO2

. radical as described in Pehkonen and Lin [13] and implemented in CMAQ  

version 4.6 [50], (2) the DCA case modeled the reduction of Hg2+
aq by dicarboxylic acids (Hg2+

aq + 

DCAaq + hv → Hg°aq) proposed by Si and Ariya [11] using a rate of 1.2 × 104 M−1·s−1, and (3) NAR 

case had no aqueous-phase reduction mechanism for Hg2+
aq. Results of the three cases were evaluated 

against total mercury wet deposition measurements collected by the mercury deposition network 

(MDN) [20]. In 2002, there were few MDN monitors in operation in the Western US thus the 

evaluation presented here is primarily focused on the Eastern US. There were a total of 64 sites in 

operation in January and February with 372 valid weekly observations and 65 sites in July and August 

with 420 valid weekly observations. Model evaluation metrics used were the median bias (MdnB), 

normalized median bias (NMdnB), median error (MdnE), normalized median error (NMdnE), and 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ). The MdnB, MdnE, NMdnB, NMdnE, and ρ are defined  

as follows: 
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= −  (1)= | − | (2)

= −
(3)

= | − |
(4)

= 1 − 6 ∑ − 1 (5)

where, CM and CO are the model and observed deposition values respectively, N is the total number of 

model and observation pairs, Di is the difference in ranks between the ith pair of deposition values. 

Note that in Equations (2) and (4) that estimate error, the vertical bars denote the absolute value 

between the model and observations. The median was chosen as the measure of central tendency and 

the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to assess the fit between the model simulations 

and observations. Wet deposition data are not normally distributed and metrics based off the median 

offer a more robust representation of these comparison metrics and are less sensitive to outliers [51]. 

All model evaluations were done with observations and model results paired in space and time for each 

weekly MND observation, the highest temporal resolution of the observations, as recommended by 

Simon et al. [52]. 

4. Conclusions  

The HO2 aqueous-phase reduction mechanism is widely believed to be unlikely under normal 

environmental conditions [17,32,53]. These results from a more likely reduction mechanism, the DCA 

case, will be more useful and physically meaningful in future applications than applying tuned 

empirical reduction rates or a mechanism that is unlikely under typical ambient environmental 

conditions. Both aqueous-phase reduction mechanisms shift the distribution of weekly deposition 

towards smaller events. However, the aqueous-phase reduction mechanisms under-predict the large 

weekly deposition events in July and August due to an over-prediction of precipitation due to the 

dilution of the aqueous concentrations while over-predicting the frequency of small deposition events 

in January and February (Figure 4). Overall, the DCA case resulted in a reduction in the modeled Hg 

deposition biases and an increase in the model correlation over HO2 case without large increases in the 

surface level ambient concentrations. Considerable uncertainty exists in the gas-phase mercury 

chemistry, emissions and boundary conditions preventing a conclusive identification of the cause of 

the seasonal Hg wet deposition biases. Biases in our simulation may originate from missing the 

temporal dynamics in the emissions of Hg2+
g and PHg. Alternatively, the reaction rate constants are 

missing a temperature dependence and so the Hg°g oxidation rates may be too fast in the cool seasons 

and aloft or the Hg°g
 oxidation mechanism may be incomplete. Recent annual simulations of CMAQ 

and GEOS-Chem compared to ambient speciated mercury observations indicate that the models are 

overestimating the fraction of oxidized gaseous mercury [26,54]. The sources of the seasonal biases 

should be further investigated. 
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